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hose conditions of stability and security in which peace flourishes . Nor does
t in any way conflict vrith the charter of the United Nations . So far âs this
o,el-nnnt is concerned, 2+1r . Speaker, it pledges itself not to take part in any
ctivity under the North Atlantic treaty which contravenes the principles and
urposes of the United Nations charter, or which is provocative or aggressive

n character . I am sure the other governments which will sign this treaty can also
;ive the saine pledge . The aima and purposes of the North Atlantic treaty are
recisely the saine as those stated in the charter ; and the effect of the proposed
lliance can strengthen the United Nations by creating conditions in which it ca n

o more effective work.

Canada's support of this pact, therefore, is not in any sense a
hange in our policy toward the United Nations and what it stands for . The
anadian government still hopes that the problems of post vrar settlement, which
ave prevented the United Nations becoming what it was originally intended to
ecoms, may be solved . . Yle,hope, moreover, that the United Nations itself will

ontribute toward that solution . So far negotiations, either inside or outside
he United Nations, on the major issues which divide the U .S .S .R. from the rest
f the world have produced, as the Prime Llinister (Idr . St . Laurent) pointed out
his afternoon, little but failure and frustration . No doors are closed, however,
nd no one has permanently left the council table . So far as this government is
oncerned, no process of negotiation is too onerous and no conference too tedious
hat will lead toward settlement . Vie are prepared to support every effort i n
very council, every conference, committee, working group or whatever agency of
egotiations may be suggested, to solve the problems which exist between the
estern world and the Soviet union . More than that, we believe that by these
ethods the long-term problem of security can best be solved . But in the meantime
he North Atlantic treaty will serve as an instrument which, by strengthening the
osition of the free democracies, will make it possible for them to use the United
ations with greater confidence and more hope of success .

The negotiations leading to the preparation of the draft treaty
ow before the house comnenced about ten months ago in Washington . A series of
xploratory and non-committal meetings Were held in that capital . In these
setings, which were attended by members of the United States state departTnen t
nd the ambassadors in Washington of the interested governments, the draft text of
he treaty was worked out . As is always the case when drafts are worked out by
epresentatives of many governments, the text and indeed the ideas in the text
epresent compromises and the highest possible measure of agreement between
epresentatives of differing governments . The preparation of this treaty, I
hink, is an admirable demonstration of the way in which foreign affairs should be
onducted amongst democratic countries . While the discussions in Washingto n
ave been confidential, their general purpose and the principles behind them
ave been well knogrn to the publie in all the countries concerned . Each
articipating government has been able to test public opinion in its own country
s the agreement was being fozznulated . In this country there have been frequent
ublic references to the negotiations which were proceeding in Washington . The
overnment has missed no opportunity to tell the public that a draft treaty was
ieing prepared and that the Canadian government was participating actively in
his work of preparation . We have also given a clear indication of the purposes
f the treaty and the nature of the commitments which would be involved, as the
Iork was going on .

At the same time, however, the men who actually participated in

rom day-to-day public comment on the speeific details as opposed to th e

1et headlines . '

he discussions and the governments who instructed these men, have been free

rinciples under consideration . In the result, it has been possible to reac h
conclusion generally satisfactory to all parties in the give and take of p rivat e

iscussion, without the difficulties vrhieh often arise when the early stages of
elicate, detailed international negotiations are conducted in public . Honest
ifferences of opinion, when they occurred in the afternoon, did not become
ensational world headlines in the six o'clock editions, and of course there is
othing more difficult for a democratie governnent to abandon than a headline .
deed, LIr . Speaker, it is often somewhat difficult for certain governments t o
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